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Introductory Notes

• Focus on domestic transactions

– Cross-border M&A subject to special rules

• Treatment of non-U.S. selling shareholders differs from treatment of U.S. selling 
shareholders

• Focus on taxable acquisitions of a target entity treated as a corporation or a tax 
partnership (as opposed to asset acquisitions)

– Asset purchases from Target “C corporation” generally unattractive, unless the Target 
has NOLs

• Note on LLCs in the M&A context

• General observations on impact of tax reform on M&A
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TAXABLE TRANSACTIONS –
CORPORATE TARGET
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Reverse Cash Merger / Taxable Stock Purchase –
Transaction Structure
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Reverse Cash Merger / Taxable Stock Purchase –
Result 
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Basic Consequences
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Basic Consequences – “S Corporation” Target w/ 
Section 338(h)(10) election
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Basic Consequences – Consolidated Group Target w/ 
Section 338(h)(10) election
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Basic Consequences – “S corporation” Target w/ 
Section 336(e) election
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Basic Consequences – Consolidated Group Target w/ 
Section 336(e) election
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TAXABLE TRANSACTIONS –
PARTNERSHIP TARGET
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Partnership Target – Partial or Complete Acquisition
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Partial Acquisition – Basic Consequences
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Complete Acquisition – Basic Consequences
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TAX ASPECTS OF 
ACQUISITION AGREEMENTS
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Representations and Warranties

• Major topics

– Basic tax compliance (returns filed, income taxes paid, no audits, no waivers of statute of limitations, 
withholding tax compliance, sales tax compliance, etc.)

– Structural issues (S corporation status, partnership status, no liability under Treasury Regulation 
Section 1.1502-6, etc.)

– Post-closing tax position (no accounting method adjustments or settlement agreements that will 
require income inclusions post-closing, no potential exposure under contractual tax indemnities, etc.)

– Specialized issues (no recapture of state tax grants, etc.)

• Relationship with indemnity

– Is there a stand-alone tax indemnity for pre-closing periods, or are breaches of representations the 
sole basis for indemnification?

– How are current period taxes addressed?

• Survival period (private deal vs. public deal) and treatment for baskets, thresholds and caps

• R&W insurance and special tax insurance
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Covenants and Indemnities

• Tax matters post-signing and pre-closing

• Post-closing tax covenants and indemnities

– Indemnification for pre-closing taxes

– Manner of addressing “straddle periods”

– Relationship with working capital adjustment

– Recourse

– Procedures for controlling tax return filings and refund claims

– Procedures for controlling tax contests

– Mechanisms for ensuring payments (e.g., tax escrows)

– Purchase price allocations (actual or deemed asset deals or Section 754 election deals)

– Required elections (e.g., 338(h)(10), 336(e), 754)

• Transfer taxes

• Deliveries

– E.g., FIRPTA certificates, Section 338(h)(10) election forms

• Withholding

• Tax benefit offset to indemnities; indemnification payments as purchase price adjustments
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Miscellaneous Issues

• Stock option cash out payments

– Withholding

– Information reporting

• Escrows / Earnouts

– Reporting of earnings on escrow

– Imputed interest

– Installment sale reporting / basis recovery

• Post-closing transactions on the closing date (interaction with indemnity / covenant 
protection)

• Post-closing restructuring
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TAX FREE REORGANIZATIONS
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Key Characteristics

• Multiple transaction structures

– Direct merger

– Reverse subsidiary merger

– Forward subsidiary merger

– Direct stock acquisition

– Hybrid approaches:  double mergers / double drop-down transactions

• Consideration

– All equity, or a mix of equity and cash

– Amount of cash permitted will vary, depending on the structure

• Basic consequences

– No recognition of gain or loss for the corporate parties to the reorganization

– Shareholder gain or loss deferred, except that shareholder would recognize gain to the extent of “boot” (e.g., cash) 
received

– Shareholder holding periods in target stock “tack” onto buyer stock received in the nonrecognition exchange
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OVERVIEW OF TAX REFORM 
IMPACT ON M&A
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Overview of Tax Reform Impact on M&A

• Reduction in corporate and individual tax rates

• Limitation on use of NOLs

• Immediate capital expensing

• Limitations on business interest deductions

• Deduction for qualified business income

• Deemed repatriation of untaxed foreign earnings
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QUESTIONS?
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